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Everyday TreaslITes 
otebooks, Sunflowers, 

J{)-Yos, and Memories 
in a Bethesda Landmark 

l DON'T LIKE TO SHOP. FOOD, CLOfHES, 

cars-I almost always wish I were 
doing something else. So I wasn' t happy 
when my daughter announced, "Mom, I 
need two composition books by tomor
row." Until I remembered Bruce Variety. 

For 47 years, Bruce's has been a cen
ter of Bethesda/Chevy Chase. In our 
segmented, specialized society, it offers 
young and old, recent immigrant and 
blue-haired ruliug class lots of, well, va
liety yet a common thread of experience. 

Like a silo that stores grain for a town, 
Bruce's provides the feed for our do
mestic and community life. It's a PX for 
the army of women who, whether em
ployed or not, are the moms, homemak
ers, and volunteers who keep us march Browsing, r reminisce about the projects store, talking about their grown children, 
ing around the sun. my family has pursued with Bruce's help: the merits of various items, their health. 

Sitting out front at Bruce's are racks of the valentines on heart-shaped doilies, the They leave together in Buicks. 
hope: seeds for black-eyed Susans, sun Sculpey creatures, last year's Halloween My generation drives up in minivans, 
flowers, tomatoes, zucchini, and water devil costume with the tail we were ad alone or with our children, doing and 
melon. The window displays childhood's vised to make by wrapping red Libbon buying many of the same things, though 
Hula-Hoops, jacks, kites, and yo-yos. around a "toober and zot," the bittersweet we're usually hurrying-too often, it 

For a moment I'm back playing jacks late-August gathering of school supplies. seems, feeling that maybe we should be 
in a tight circle of girls, my bare legs They're all part of my family's archive, doing, or being, something else. 
crossed on a cool cement porch. I con the photo albwn we keep in our heads. 
template my seven-year-old son's yo-yo Staff members, with their blue aprons, EFORE REACHlNG THE COMPOS m Ol 

tricks and my nine-year-old daughter are the perfect blend of efficiency and books, I pause at a display of apronsB
under an oak tree at dusk, Hula-Hooping maternal attentiveness. Ordeling, sorting, suspended in museumlike stilI.ness. 

B
in her own circle of chanting girls. piling stuff from floor to ceiling, these I soon find myself floating in two of 

women keep a daunting inventory in their my heart's tributaries: that of my stout, 
RUCE'S SPECIALIZES IN A WORN, heads while being helpful and kind. blustery grandmother serving Sunday 
everyday beauty, the kind we earn After climbing a ladder several times pot roast in her square-necked apron, 

from living. Shopping in the chain to help a boy find a hat for his school and that of my thin, cool grandmother 
stores in Bethesda, I often feel un play, a clerk chats with a supplier head in her fancy floral one, serving Thanks
moored; r could be anywhere, or ing toward retirement. giving turkey and scalloped com. 
nowhere-niched into isolation. Bruce "l don' t have many accounts anymore," I know many spirits have been trapped 
Variety is an anchor in a swelling sea. the supplier says. "Just the ones I like." inside of aprons, and for my contempo

The scent inside is rose mixed lightly "I take it that means you like us." raries these aprons have gone out of 
with dust. There is an absence of noise. "You know I love you guys!" style. But our need for all they represent 

Everybody does. Bruce's women are never will. While I don't want to return 
Pamela Toutant (plOutant@aol. com) is a writer its crowning glory. to the past, it's a comfort to know there's 
in Chevy Chase. Do you have a story to tell Older women anive in pairs, dressed in . a place where it hasn' t been erased. 
for First Person? Send submissions to William 

suits with stockings, their swollen feet inO'Sullivan, Features Editor, The Washingtonian, 

1828 L Street, N\V, DC 20036. pumps. They help one another around the By PAMELA TO IT 


The author and her kids spend a lot of time in Bruce Variety, an old-fashioned place 
that's as comforting as it is practical. 
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